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Announcing the paperback release of Absent Mother God of the West:  

A Kali Lover’s Journey into Christianity and Judaism, Lexington 2019 
 

Absent Mother God of the West chronicles the personal journey of 

Dr. Neela Bhattacharya Saxena, a scholar practitioner of India’s 

tantric and yogic heritage. It examines the terrible repercussions of 

the loss of the divine feminine from our religious and cultural 

consciousness and endeavors to rehabilitate the Mother God.  

Institutional religions and scientific atheism have desacralized 

everything material which has led to the defilement of the feminized 

body and the earth itself. We carry the unconscious trauma of a 

psycho-spiritual misogyny which is often racialized. In spite of 

powerful movements like #MeToo, Jeffrey Epstein’s involvement in 

sex trafficking reveals the depth of collusion between misogyny, 

power, and money. Sometimes in the name of liberation women 

become sex objects in the market place and suffer its consequences.  

However, wholesale condemnation of men is not the 

answer. It is possible to awaken our deep intelligence 

and better understand sexuality, a powerful and sacred 

force of nature that engenders us, in order to avoid 

unconscious conditioning. Repressed figures of the 

Black Madonna and Mary Magdalene invite us to a 

profound regeneration of our global culture and 

systems of livelihood. This book offers the possibility of triggering self-healing since knowledge has 

the capacity to illuminate our psyche that is affected by the deep trauma of misogyny and racism.  

 

The paperback can be a teaching tool for cleansing that trauma towards an ethical and joyful 

society. A reviewer writes: “Her Indian sensitivity brings a fresh focus to reforming a missing, 

sublimated, or clouded over womanly divine presence in Western religion.” 

 

❖ The author is available for book talks, short courses and workshops. 

❖ Weekend workshops are designed for women and men who are eager to 

discover the deeper ecology of their being and transform their societal spaces. 

 

Available through Amazon and the publisher Lexington Books: 30% Discount code 

LEX30AUTH19 https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781498508063/Absent-Mother-God-of-the-West-A-Kali-
Lover's-Journey-into-Christianity-and-Judaism  

Awaken your luminous self by 

connecting with divine materiality of 

the cosmos and relish its splendor, a 

gift of the Divine Feminine. 
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